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1. PRECEDENTS 

Necessity of outdoor lighting 

Outdoor lighting is the public service consisting in roads lighting, public parks lighting, and 

more spaces with free circulation that don’t belongs to any natural person o corporate body, 

with the purpose to provide the appropriate visibility for usual development of activities. 

Currently, it’s typically used luminaries with SAP technology (luminary of high pressure sodium 

vapor – with orange color), Metal additives (blue color) and MCC (Mercury Vapor with color 

corrected – with green color), although also exist another ones like Halogen- tungsten, 

fluorescence and recently it has started to use a new technology for this purpose which name 

are LEDs. LEDs technology start to be important in its marketing cause of its characteristics 

that these do that LEDs are one of the best options in the market. Use of LEDs, apart from its 

decoration and design, it have a lot of advantages in front of other types of outdoor lightings. 

Between other advantages, it’s possible to see that LEDs reduce a ten per cent the electrical 

energetic consume in comparison with common lights, due to the fact that LEDs lighting are 

fed with a very low level of current and voltage. 

Another advantage is that this type of lighting is cold and it doesn’t produce overheating or 

risk for accidents due to high temperatures. Furthermore, it has a long shelf life, during 

approximately between eight thousand and one hundred thousand of continue lighting. 

LEDs allow to be installed in places considered of high risk, like superficies exposed to 

vibrations or impacts, so they have a higher level of durability and security. 

They have a small size, so we have the possibility to put them in every place and, furthermore, 

we can regulate their light intensity depending on the moment of the day and the illumination 

grade that we want. 

Also we have to consider that exist a big variety of LEDs, because of their colors, types, forms, 

optic characteristics, electrical; and they are easy to adapt due to the fact that there are 

infinite models depending on their use and user pleasure. 

 

Influence and importance of LEDs temperature 

On the other hand, main cause of light degradation in a LED is the heat generated in the 

junction. LEDs don’t emit heat in infra-red radiation form (IR) like other light sources, so heat 

must be eliminated with other devices of conduction or convection. If the LED system design 

has an inadequate dissipater, the temperature of the device will grow up and the light 

production will be lower. 

Why the temperature is a problem?  The excess heat affect directly as a short as a long term in 

the LEDs performance. In a short term (reversible) effects are the color change and reduction 

of light emission whereas the effect in a long term is to accelerate the degradation of luminous 

flux and to get shorter their useful life. 
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Figure 1. Useful life vs. Junction Temperature  

Source: Roam services 

Emitting light from different LEDs colors responds in a different way to the temperature 

changes. For example, orange and red ones are the most sensitive, and the blue color is the 

least sensitive. These changes in the temperature response can create changes in the visible 

color of white light if Junction Temperature Tj is different from design parameters. LEDs 

manufacturers test their products for a luminous flux with a pulse between 15-20 milliseconds, 

with a fixed Tj of 25°C. 

 

 

Figure 2. Flux vs. Junction Temperature  

Source: CARANDINI Led 

    

In standard conditions, with room temperature and typical mechanisms of heat dissipation, Tj 

is 60°C or more. In fact, LEDs will give at least a 10% less of light than manufacturer 

description.  A continue situation in a high temperature accelerates the light depreciation and 

the result final is a useful life shorter for the LED. Next figure (Figure 3) show emit light vs. time 

for two identical LEDs with same current, but with a difference of 11°C in Tj. Useful life was 
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reduced from 37000 hours to 16000 hours, it means 57% of reduction. Junction temperature 

range for a good work will be between 0°C and 70°C. 

 

Figure 3. Junction temperature range for an efficient work  

Source: Roam services 

 

To sum up all that it has been seen until this moment, systems of outdoor lighting have gone 

developing in the history with the purpose of improve light efficiency and reduce electric 

consumption. That evolution continues nowadays with appearance to use LEDs due to the fact 

their bigger efficiency and smaller consumption. The problem that appears with use of LEDs is 

the necessity to dissipate the heat that they generate by themselves due to their operation. 

Nowadays, it is used different LEDs refrigeration systems but most of them use so big 

dissipation systems with wings. 

 

 

Figure 4. Current heat dissipaters  

Source: Zhongshan Chuangchen Metal Work Co. 
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Uses of these dissipaters that are so big are against design quality, aesthetics and minimalist 

aspect that are in fashion nowadays in our society. 

2. REGULATIONS 

Regulations and dispositions considered: 

It has been taken into account next regulations, orders, laws, instructions and 

recommendations: 

 Regulation (CE) 245/2009, 18th March, it is applied Directive 2005/32/CE of European 

Parliament and Council regarding requirements to ecological design for fluorescent 

lights without integrated ballast, for high intensity download lights and for ballast and 

streetlights that can work with these lamps. 

 

 Royal Decree 1890/2008, 14th November, by approving energetic efficiency Regulation 

in outdoor lighting installations and their technic complementary instructions EA-01 

and EA-07. 

 

 Royal Decree 1369/2007, 19th October, regarding requirements established of 

ecological design for products that use energy. 

 

 Royal Decree 1580/2006, 22th December, it is regulated electromagnetic compatibility 

of electric and electronic equipment. 

 

 Directive 2006/95/CE, 12th December, to approximate laws of member States about 

electric materials to use them with determinate tension limits. 

 

 Royal Decree 842/2002, 2nd August, it is approved Electronic Regulation for low 

tension. 

 

 Royal Decree 838/2002, 2nd August, it is established requirements to energetic 

efficiency of fluorescent light ballasts. 

 

 Recommendations of outdoor lighting of M.O.P.T 

 

 Royal Decree 2642/85 of 18th December and technic appendix according to Order 

19512 of 11/07/86, about Technical Specifications that must obey columns and 

supports of outdoor lighting. 

 

 Law 31/1995, 8th November, of Prevention of Occupational hazards. 

 

 Royal Decree 485/1997 of 14th April 1997, about minimum regulations in security 

signposting and health in work. 
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 Royal Decree 1215/1997 of 18th April 1997, about minimum regulations in security 

signposting and health for using by workers the work equipment. 

 

 Royal Decree 773/1997 of 30th May 1997, about minimum regulations in security 

signposting and health for using by workers the work equipment of individual 

protection. 

3. AIM OF THE PROJECT 

Taking into account all explained in Precedents part, the main aim of this project is the design 

and development of a new refrigeration system, nearly universal, with a high efficiency to 

reduce the work temperature in LEDs sheet from new streetlights that could be used in 

outdoor lighting in Estonia or in another similar countries with the same environmental 

temperatures. The purpose is to reduce its size as possible in comparison with the existing 

systems. Thus, it will be possible to reduce cost in raw materials or take advantage in the new 

space in streetlights and use that space to create new models.  

The refrigeration system will have to achieve: 

 Volume reduction of refrigeration system. 

 

 Specific price per Watt no higher than 2.5 times the current one. 

 

 Efficacy and efficiency of refrigeration system. 

 

 Long life. 

 

 Minimal maintenance. 

 

 Recycling facility. 

 

 Resistance to external factors. 

 

 Utility and simplicity in the solution. 

 

 Universality of the components. 

 

After refrigeration system is created, it will be created a company that builds and sells this 

refrigeration system for streetlights. It will be searched the price for a factory in Tallinn 

where it would be possible to create this company. After that, it will be analyzed an 

economic study to study the viability to create this company and to know what price is 

possible to sell the streetlight to get benefits.  When this part finishes, it will be able to know 

if the price of our refrigeration system – streetlights has possibilities to fight against other 

similar products in the market. 
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4. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 

As it was said before, migration from traditional lighting systems to new LEDs technologies is 

logic due to good properties that they have as: 

 Higher efficiency because they produce more light per watt than other alternatives. 

 

 Their life is longer. Their useful life can reach between 35.000 and 50.000 hours 

whereas lights with SAP technology reach 15.000 hours of average. 

 

 They give a higher control of light distribution, other ones emit light towards all 

directions and, to point it, light may be reflected. 

 

 Currently LEDs emit in a lot of colors.  Certainly they offer an alternative more efficient 

that use color filters with low-consumption bulbs. To be honest, LEDs use in traffic 

lights is very usual. 

 

 Faster control and response. They don’t need to get hot to work perfectly, something 

that happens with fluorescent low-consumption bulbs. 

 

 

 They are resistant because LEDs are devices in solid-state, they are not as fragile as 

usual bulbs. 

 

 Big variety of operation temperatures and low heat generation. LEDs work so well in 

low temperatures instead of fluorescent bulbs that don’t work well. Furthermore, they 

don’t emit as heat as other alternatives. A light bulb, for example, just converts in light 

5% of electricity that it consumes.  All the rest disappear in heat form. 

 

 They don’t contain mercury. In environmentalist’s opinion, main ambient problem for 

low-consumption bulbs are the use of this mineral in their fabrication. In LEDs 

technology is not still identified similar toxic risks. 

 

Main problem with this technology is that LEDs sheets need to dissipate the heat that they 

produce because if not they break down. Refrigeration elements that exist nowadays are very 

big dissipaters further to heat transfer with convection wings. With these wings the surface in 

contact with air is higher and, automatically, is also higher heat transfer. Anyway, these 

systems need a big volume of space which it makes that manufacturers have to create big 

frames and moreover interior space of lights is lower for having another systems and devices. 

This project tries to develop a new refrigeration system of LEDs sheets in the new lights, with a 

reduced volume and high efficacy, useful in the most of outdoor lights that exist in market. 

In that point is where LEDs sheet refrigeration creation has more importance.  It is true that in 

development of new streetlights, aesthetics and design are also important. However, 

incorporation of this new technology in existing outdoor lighting has a very high saving for city 
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councils in comparison with purchase new streetlights. This system have the advantage that is 

universal (valid for every streetlight) and is independent of inside space in the streetlight frame 

where it will be put. That’s reason why this new system represents a great advantage 

regarding traditional refrigeration system with wings. 

5. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 
 

LEDs with a refrigeration system incorporated using heatpipes that permits to extend the 

lifetime of LEDs sheets used in new streetlights. The scope of the project is planification, 

design and development of a new module sheet-refrigerator with a base surface of 20x35 cm2 

of 25W of integral power in the most of streetlight frames, taking into account the necessity of 

the flatness in the frame and a minimum surface for the frame in contact with outside of 415 

m2. Furthermore, frame must be made in injected smelting of aluminum or another material 

with conductivity higher than that one. 

In the sphere of action of this project is included definition and parameterization of work 

assess of solution system, as well as materials used and needed specification to verify the 

quality product. 

It is not competence of this project the assurance or verification of watertightness rates from 

streetlight in its workplace. 

 

6. MARKET RESEARCH 
 

Currently, some companies that manufacture streetlights offer solutions to refrigerate LEDs 

streetlights using a different solution that refrigerate with wings. 

This is the purpose to solve in the project, so, now, it will be described some examples of 

solutions that these companies use and why these solutions are rejected in the final result of 

this master thesis. 

 

Example 1: LED Niviss nStreet 

This is a solution for outdoor LEDs lighting. It uses High Power LED technology of company 

CREE or Osram Opto Semiconductors to substitute luminary of high-pressure sodium vapor 

and mercury lights. 

Streetlights Niviss nStreet SL-100 and Niviss SL-150 use an exclusive refrigeration liquid system 

based on loop LHP (Loop Heatpipe). Later on this project will be seen as final solution also 

uses heatpipes as system to transfer heat.  
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In conductor tubes used by Nivis nStreet SL-100 and SL-150 has been impossible to reduce 

temperature lower than 72°C, so this is a problem for LEDs useful life because working at this 

temperature will do that LEDs have a lower life. 

 

 

                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5. Streetlight Led Niviss Street (left side is SL-150, right side is SL-100 and at the bottom there is SL-75)  

Source: LED Niviss nStreet 

 

 

Example 2: Streetlight LEDIO’s company 

Nanotechnology used in lights that it works to cool LEDs lights. Heatpipe take heat from LEDs 

sheet, condense gas that it have inside and cool it using wings. 

Characteristics: 

 Important saving in electricity consumption (down to 70%). 

 Equipment useful life more than 70 000 hours. 

 Very good color reproduction. 

 High levels of ambient lighting for human eye. 
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 CO2 reduction. 

Streetlights can dissipate 30W, 60W and 100W. Streetlights with 30W are designed to work 

with solar panels. 

 

Figure 5. Streetlight Ledio  

Source:  LEDIO’s company 

It has been seen with these two examples as two of the most famous companies using 

heatpipes as element to dissipate heat from LEDs sheet to outside. In this project it will be also 

used this system because with their properties, nowadays, they are the best option to 

refrigerate streetlights. 

7. CHARACTERISTICS OF DESIGN 
 

The refrigeration system created for this project has: 

 LEDs sheets from 25W: it will be put from one to three sheets in the same direction of 

heatpipes depending on power that streetlight needs (25, 50 or 75 watts). 

 

 Heatpipes: streetlight will be connected to the frame with heat tubes of 10 mm wide, 

350 mm long and 3 mm high. Exterior diameter chosen for tube allows putting two 

tubes in parallel on LEDs sheet of 25W. In the other side (evaporating part of 

heatpipe), tubes will get in touch about 170 mm with the lid of the frame (one 

forwards and the other one backwards). 
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Interior diameter of heatpipe will be 8 mm.  It has been chosen heatpipes that need 

water as a refrigerant fluid because water is the most used and it has the best behavior 

in the work predict temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 7. Position of heatpipes in the frame 

 Adhesive conductor tape: it is used to improve the heat transfer between LEDs 

sheet-heatpipes and between heatpipes-frame. 

 

 Aluminum clamps: they will be used to guarantee contact surface between LEDs 

sheet-heatpipes and heatpipes-frame. Furthermore they are used to conduct heat. 
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Figure 6. Refrigeration system (without aluminum clamps) 

 

8. ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
 

Different possibilities for the refrigeration systems were: 

 Stirling engine 

 Ventilator 

 Liquid refrigeration 

 Heatpipes system 
 

Stirling engine 

This alternative was rejected for next reasons: 

- Possibility of problems with watertightness because there aren’t an exterior exit in the 
frame to expel the heat. If an overture would be done, it was not possible to guarantee 
streetlight IP (protection index). 
 

- Elements with mobility, these elements reduce refrigeration device useful life. 
 

Adhesive conductor tape 

Heatpipe LEDs sheet 
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- Maintenance is high due to the fact elements are complex; this maintenance in a long-
term would do refrigeration system more expensive. 

 

Ventilator 

Second alternative has been rejected because: 

- As in Stirling engine alternative, ventilators need an exterior exit for expelling the hot 
air, so it would do that streetlight would not obey with IP needed in outdoor lights. 
 

- Ventilators have mobile elements that reduce their useful life. 
 

Liquid refrigeration 

The next alternative has been turned down cause of: 

- Use of refrigerant that is a contaminant element and it would increment 
environmental impact of the product. 
 

- It would need periodical changes of refrigerant liquid which it would be increased 
maintenance considerably. 

 

Heatpipes 

This is alternative chosen because of: 

- Simplicity of refrigerator element. 
 
- It doesn’t consume electricity. 

 
- Easy repairing and minimum maintenance. 

 
- Very reduced volume. 
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To see more clearly why the option chosen is heatpipes, it will be done a multicriterial table 
with advantages and disadvantages of every option: 
 
 

Alternatives Stirling engine Ventilator Liquid 
refrigeration 

Heatpipes 

Watertightness 
problems 

Yes Yes No No 

Environmental 
problems 

No No Yes No 

Volume Big Medium Small Small 

Reuse dissipate 
power 

Yes No No No 
 

Price High Low Medium Low 

Life cycle Short Medium Medium Long 

Maintenance High Low High Low 

Recycling Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Resistance 
extern factors 

Bad Bad Good Good 

Simplicity Low High High High 

 
Table 1. Analysis of possible alternatives 

 

The great advantage of Stirling engine is that heat produced by LEDs sheet could be taken to 

reuse it for another activity but finally the idea of work with a Stirling engine was rejected 

because it has watertightness problems and if a Stirling engine would be put in a streetlight to 

refrigerate the system, streetlight would not obey with IP (protection index). The problem is 

that to take out the heat with a Stirling engine is necessary to open a small hole in the frame 

but, if streetlight is not completely close, dust particles, water, snow, etc. can enter in 

streetlight and IP is not upheld. Ventilator has the same problem. Finally, between liquid 

refrigeration and heatpipes, heatpipes is the best option because they has a longer life cycle, a 

lower maintenance and the most important thing is that they don’t have environmental 

problems like liquid refrigeration because of its refrigerant. 
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When alternative has been chosen, it will do study of final elements that will be in the final 

product according with their function: 

Function 1: Guarantee contact between parts (elements). 

Alternative 1: Aluminum clamps 

 

1. Process diagram. 

 

 

 

          Figure 9. Process diagram aluminum clamps alternative 

 

In this diagram is possible to see as LEDs sheet transfer heat to heatpipes and to clamp as well 

because clamp gets in contact with LEDs sheet because of the subjections. After heat arrives 

there, very small part is dissipated by clamp and most of heat arrives to heatpipe to continue 

with the refrigeration system. 

 

2. Distribution diagram. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Distribution diagram aluminum clamps alternative  

 

Clamp 

Heatpipes 

LEDs sheet 

 

Clamp 
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Black element: LEDs sheet 

Red element: Heatpipe 

Green element: Clamp 

In Figure 10 is possible to see, at the left, a 3D view when it can be appreciate how two 

heatpipes are in contact with LEDs sheets and clamps would join heatpipes base with LEDs 

sheet to guarantee contact between both parts. In the right side of the figure, it is possible to 

see the same but in a frontal view. 

3. Sensitivity for variations in the service.  

The system is very sensitive to variations. It must be assured the pressures that clamp do, due 

to the fact a bad hold would do to reduce the extraction heat. 

4. Environment constraints. 

It doesn’t have any environment constraint. Only requirement is that there is to guarantee 

that clamp junction is metal-metal and this is do it with a turret in LEDs sheet. 

 

Alternative 2: Insertion block (aluminum) 

 

1. Process diagram. 

 

 

       Figure 11. Process diagram insertion block alternative 

In this diagram is possible to see like heat generate by LEDs sheet is passed to the block and 

the block do the same passing the heat to heatpipe. In this alternative heatpipes and LEDs 

sheet are not in contact. 

Conductor element 1 will be spoken in other chapter to see which the best option is. 

Conductor element 2 is thermal silicone due to heatpipes are introduced in insertion block 

holes as is showed in Figure 12. Due to the contact is between two metal surfaces is not 

guaranteed 100% contact, so it will be needed silicone like union element to guarantee perfect 

fit. Because of the geometry that it is had the only possible product to join these parts is 

thermal silicone. 
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2. Distribution diagram. 

 

 

 

                                   Figure 12. Distribution diagram insertion block alternative  

 

In this figure is possible to see position of three elements. Purple color says the aluminum 

block and holes are where heatpipes will be put. Anyway, it will be necessary to put clamps to 

make pressure and guarantee the contact and they are represented in the picture with green 

color. 

Black element: LEDs sheet 

Purple element: aluminum block (inside holes will be heatpipes) 

Green element: Clamps 

3. Sensitivity for variations in the service. 

System is so sensitive for variations. Risk that transfer heat is not produced is increased 

because it is included one new element between heatpipes and frame. Furthermore, it is more 

sensitive to possible variations in the system, for example, some small hit. Variations would 

make the contact lose between surfaces. 

4. Environment constraints. 

Only conditioning is ambient aspect. Thermal silicone after it is used must have a residual 

management. 

 

Function 2: Optimize conduction in the contact. 

This function is done by conductor element 1. This is the element that is between LEDs sheet 

and next element in refrigeration system (it can be heatpipe or block). It will be analyzed 

different alternatives for choosing the best one. 

Alternative 1: Thermal silicone 

Aluminium block 

 

Clamps 

LEDs sheet 
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1. Process diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Process diagram thermal silicones alternative 

 

In this picture is possible to see like heat generated by LEDs sheet is passed to thermal silicone 

and this one passed all heat generated by LEDs sheet to heatpipe or block (depending on 

solution chosen finally). 

2. Distribution diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Distribution diagram thermal silicone alternative 

In Figure 14 is possible to see as thermal silicone (yellow color) is put in all the top of LEDs 

sheet (white color). 

White element: LEDs sheet. 

Yellow element: thermal silicone (over this part will be alternative 1 chosen). 

 

3. Sensitivity for variations in the service. 

System is very insensitive to variations due to only possible variation is in the surface. Thermal 

silicone can adapt to every surface. 

4. Environment constraints. 

Only conditioning is ambient aspect. Thermal silicone after it is used must have a residual 

management. 

 

Thermical silicone 

LEDs sheet 
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Alternative 2: Adhesive conductor tape 

1. Process diagram. 

 

 

Figure 15. Process diagram adhesive conductor tape alternative 

Is exactly the same explained before with thermal silicone but in this case instead of use 

silicone the material used is adhesive conductor tape. 

2. Distribution diagram. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Distribution diagram adhesive conductor tape alternative 

In Figure 16 is possible to see as adhesive conductor tape (green color) is put in all the top of 

LEDs sheet (white color). 

White element: LEDs sheet. 

Green element: adhesive conductor tape (over this part will be alternative 1 chosen). 

3. Sensitivity for variations in the service. 

System is very insensitive to variations because only possible variation is in the surface. 

Adhesive conductor tape can adapt to every surface. Only possible problem is creation of small 

air bubbles when adhesive tape is distributed. Creation of these small air bubbles could 

damage transfer heat, so it must be distributed uniformly to avoid this problem. 

4. Environment constraints. 

LEDs sheet 

 

Adhesive conductor tape 
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Only conditioning is ambient aspect. Thermal silicone after it is used must have a residual 

management (there is thermal silicone between block and heatpipes to guarantee maximum 

contact). 

 

Function 3. Transfer heat. 

For transferring heat from LEDs sheet to the frame has been considerate that best option is 

using two heatpipes (for every LEDs sheet of 25W). This election is chosen because heatpipes 

give to the solution: 

 High conductibility of the heat. 
 

 Simplicity. 
 

 Economy. 
 

 Recyclability. 
 

 Long useful life. 
 

 Adaptability to the space in the frame. 
 

 Low maintenance. 
 

Note: use of heatpipes restrict just in one point: contact surface between frame-heatpipe 

should be plane as lengthwise as crosswise. 

Positioning heatpipes in a conventional frame would be as is showed in Figure 17:  

 

Figure 17. Heatpipes position diagram 

Heatpipes 
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In that figure is possible to see at the top the frontal view of a streetlight whose red lines 

represent the position of heatpipes in streetlight. In the picture below it is possible to see a 

side view for streetlight whose red lines continue represent the heat position in the frame. 

Note: although in the picture below is not possible to see well, both heatpipes are positioned 

on LEDs sheet. 

Function 4: Guarantee a good contact between heatpipe and frame. 

Alternative 1. Metal clamp (Aluminum). 

1. Process diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Process diagram metal clamp alternative 

Explanation for this picture is so similar to explained before in Figure 9. Clamp is in contact 

with heatpipes and frames to guarantee the contact doing pressure so heat comes to 

heatpipes and is transferred to clamps and, most of all, to the frame. When heat has been 

transferred to clamp and frame, these try to dissipate heat passing it to the air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRAME 
HEATPIPE 

CLAMP 

AIR 

Q 

Q 

Q 

Q 

Q 
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2. Distribution diagram. 

 

 

Figure 19. Distribution diagram metal clamp alternative 

In Figure 19 it is possible to see a frontal view of the contact between frame and heatpipe. It 

can be appreciated as heatpipe (red color) get in touch with frame (black color). Aluminum 

clamp (green color) help to keep this contact with the form that it is possible to see in the 

picture. In the side view, it can see the form as heatpipes arrive until frame and, moreover, 

that aluminum clamp will be positioned along all the top of the frame. 

Green element: aluminum clamp. 

Red element: heatpipe. 

Black element: frame. 

3. Sensitivity for variations in the service. 

System is very sensitive for variations. The pressure that clamp does must be safe because a 

bad fixation would make decreasing extract heat because contact would not be guaranteed. 

4. Environment constraints. 

Only conditioning is light material because if it is not a good conductor the solution would not 

work. 

 

 

 

 

Clamp Heatpipes 

Frame 
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Alternative 2. Insertions block (aluminum). 

1. Process diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Process diagram insertion block alternative 

In this case, heatpipe transfers heat to block, the block transfer heat to frame and, finally, 

frame transfer heat to the air. As in other situations, in this case frame and heatpipe are not in 

contact. Clamps are also used in this alternative to guarantee the contact, and a little bit of the 

heat transported by heatpipe are given to it. 

2. Distribution diagram. 

 

 

 

            Figure 21. Distribution diagram insertion block alternative 

In the left view of this figure is possible to see the position of heatpipes inside streetlight as 

well as the contact between insertion block, clamp and frame. In the right view, a frontal one, 

it can see as insertion block wraps heatpipes and as a clamp is needed to keep the contact 

between heatpipe- block-frame. 

Black element: frame 

Green element: insertion block 

Red element: heatpipe 

Yellow element: clamp 

Note: heatpipes will not be as long as in last alternative because with block use there is more 

transfer surface. Furthermore, it needs a clamp to put on the pressure block with the frame. 

HEATPIPE FRAME AIR 
Q 

Q BLOCK 
Q 

Q 

CLAMP Q 

Clamps Heatpipes 
Heatpipes 

Frame 

Block 
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3. Sensitivity for variations in the service. 

System is very sensitive for variations. These variations are to lose the contact between 

surfaces. 

Risk is higher than alternative 1. 

4. Environment constraints. 

In this case there is more than one conditioning: 

 Insertion block would have to made-to-measure depending on the frame form to have 
a good contact between two surfaces (except with frame is plane). 
 

 It will be more expensive because it has to be made-to-measure for every streetlight. 
 

 Streetlight material has to be a good conductor. 
 

 Thermal silicone after it is used must have a residual management (there is thermal 

silicone between block and heatpipes to guarantee maximum contact). 

 

Function 5: Optimize conduction in the contact. 

This function is done by conductor element 3 that is the element that is between final part of 

heatpipes and streetlight frame. It will be analyzed different alternatives to choose the best 

one. 

 

Alternative 1: Thermal silicone 

1. Process diagram. 

 

Figure 22. Process diagram thermal silicone alternative 

Is exactly same explanation than in Figure 13. 
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2. Distribution diagram. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Distribution diagram thermal silicone alternative 

In Figure 23 can see as all the top surface of heatpipes (white color) is covered with thermal 

silicone (yellow color) to guarantee the contact between heatpipes and frame (red color). 

Thus, the entire contact surface between heatpipes and frame is covered with a layer of 

thermal silicone. 

White element: heatpipes. 

Yellow element: thermal silicone. 

Red element: streetlight frame. 

In Figure 24 is showed in green color the zone where thermal silicone would be put it in 

contact between heatpipes and streetlight frame. 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Distribution diagram with volume thermal silicone alternative 

Black element: frame 

Green element: thermal silicone 

Red element: heatpipe 

Heatpipes 

Thermical silicone 
Streetlight frame 

Thermical silicone Heatpipes 

 

Frame 
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3. Sensitivity for variations in the service. 

System is very insensitive to variations due to only possible variation is in the surface. Thermal 

silicone can adapt to every surface. 

4. Environment constraints. 

Only conditioning is ambient aspect. Thermal silicone after it is used must have a residual 

management. 

Furthermore, material frame must have a melting temperature (or glass temperature if is 

plastic) higher than LEDs sheet work temperature. Material frame should be metallic to 

optimize heat transfer. 

 

Alternative 2: Adhesive conductor tape 

1. Process diagram 

 

Figure 25. Process diagram adhesive conductor tape alternative 

Is exactly same explanation than in Figure 15. 

 

2. Distribution diagram 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Distribution diagram adhesive conductor tape alternative 

In Figure 26 it is possible to see as all the top surface of heatpipes (white color) is covered with 

adhesive conductor tape (yellow color) to guarantee the contact between heatpipes and frame 

Heatpipes 

Adhesive conductor tape 

Frame 
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(red color). Thus, all contact surfaces between heatpipes and frame is covered with an 

adhesive conductor tape. 

White element: heatpipes. 

Yellow element: adhesive conductor tape. 

Red element: streetlight frame. 

In Figure 27 is showed in green color the zone where adhesive conductor tape would be put it 

to guarantee the contact between heatpipes and streetlight frame. 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Distribution diagram with volume adhesive conductor tape alternative 

 

Black element: frame 

Green element: adhesive conductor tape 

Red element: heatpipe 

3. Sensitivity for variations in the service. 

System is very insensitive to variations due to only possible variation is in the surface. 

 

4. Environment constraints. 

Adhesive tape has as a main conditioning that the contact zone must be as flat as possible.  

 

Finally, it is necessary to do a comparative analysis of different alternatives in a multicriterial 

table to find the best solution: 

 

Adhesive conductor tape 
Heatpipes Frame 
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Table 2. Analysis of alternatives 

Function Alternative Volume Reuse dissipate 
power 

Price Effectiveness / 
Efficiency 

Life 
cycle 

Maintenance Recycling Resistance extern 
factors 

Simplicity Universality 
components 

Function 1 
Guarantee 
contact between 
parts 

Clamp Small No Low Yes / high 
(1)

 Long Low Yes Good High Yes 

Block Big No High Yes / low 
(1)

 Long Low Yes Good Low Yes 

Function 2 
Optimize 
conduction in the 
contact 

Conductor 
tape 

Adaptable No Low
(3)

 Yes / high 
(2)

 Long Low No  Good Low  Yes 

Silicone Adaptable No High
(3)

 Yes / low 
(2)

 Long Low No Good High Yes 

Function 3 
Transfer heat 

Heatpipe N / A No Low Yes / high Long Low No Good High Yes 

Function 4 
Guarantee 
contact between 
heatpipe and 
frame 

Clamp Small No Low Yes / high 
(1)

 Long Low Yes Good High Yes 

Block Big No High Yes / low 
(1)

 Long Low Yes Good Low Yes 

Function 5  
Optimize 
conduction in the 
contact 

Conductor 
tape 

Adaptable No Low
(3)

 Yes / high 
(2)

 Long Low No Good Low  Yes 

Silicone Adaptable No High
(3)

 Si / low 
(2)

 Long Low No Good High Yes 



(1): For differentiating between clamp and block efficiency is based in contact direct surface 

between heatpipe and LEDs sheet. With the clamp there is direct contact with a heatpipe part 

and indirect contact with another one through the clamp. On the other hand, all heat transfer 

in block is indirect. 

 

(2): To compare efficiency between adhesive conductor tape and silicone will be used 

objective information of heat transfer. 

 - Silicone: 6 W/m·K 

 - Conductor tape: 9 W/m·K 

Contact surface to compare two alternatives will be the same in two alternatives (with 25W). 

Heatpipe surface will be: 

LEDs sheet – Heatpipes: 35 x 10 mm. 

Heatpipes – Frame: 120x10 mm. 

Then, total surface is: (120+35) x 10 x 2 = 3.100 mm². 

 

(3): To calculate the cost must take into account that thickness of silicone will be a minimum 

quantity that fills empty parts between pieces. However will be necessary a more quantity for 

its correct application so it will be estimated a film of 0,1mm. 

In this way estimated cost will be: 

- Silicone: 3100 x 0,1 = 310 mm³ = 0,00031 l = 0,31 ml 

 

Cost = 0,31 x 5 €/ml = 1, 55 €. 

 

- Adhesive conductor tape: 3100 mm² = 0,0031 m² 

 

Cost = 0,0031 x 65, 15 €/m² = 0,2 €. 
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9. PROJECT PLANIFICATION 

It is defined like starting day of the Project day 16/02/2011 and has total duration of 123 days. 

Project is divided in two parts, planification and execution. 

Planification of the project has duration of 49 working days and finishes day 25/04/2011. Eight 

landmarks will be found in this part. They meant final of a phase. 

Landmark 1 Basic design: it is finished when has been studied current situation, system 

requirements, possible solutions, regulation and system users. 

Landmark 2 Design predefined: it is finished when has been studied and decided one of the 

possible alternatives to design.  

Landmark 3 LEDs sheet defined: it is finished when a LEDs sheet is defined for the project. This 

option is chosen because of dimensions and basic power chosen. 

Landmark 4 Transfer heat study finished: it is finished with result of a heat transfer study with 

LEDs sheet chosen in landmark 4. 

Landmark 5 Components assembly study finished: it is finished when it is defined different 

distribution types of system components. 

Landmark 6 Design defined: it is finished with final defined design taking into account 

landmarks 4, 5 and 6 and studying global heat transfer of the system. This includes a possible 

reissue of landmarks 4, 5 and 6 and their tasks if it is necessary. 

Landmark 7 Economic study finished: it is finished with a project budget (as planification as 

execution) and with possible retail price for defined components. 

Landmark 8 Planification finished: it is finished with Project writing. 

 

Execution part has duration of 74 days and there are defined 5 landmarks. 

 

Landmark 1 Suppliers selected: it is finished when has been studied and selected futures 

suppliers of raw materials. 

Landmark 2 Clients selected: it is finished when there is contact with different clients, taking 

into account that a contact monitoring will be doing until project is finished and industrial 

activity can be initiated. 

Landmark 3 Licenses approved: approval reception of all necessary licenses to initiate 

industrial activity. 
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Landmark 4 Factory prepared: it is finished when factory is selected and conditioned with all 

technical needed resources to start industrial activity. 

Landmark 5 Industrial activity start: it is finished when all test results from prototypes 

produced are analyzed. It is taken into account that frames will be of a random future client. 

Test will be done in an extern company.  Results analysis can cause variation of some technical 

analysis of the project, as in execution phase as in planification phase.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28a. Project Gant Diagram 
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Figure 28b. Project Gant Diagram 



10. PLANIFICATION PROCESS 

 

It is defined all process from day that arrives a client offer until first streetlight of 

manufacturing series is given. Total duration of this process is 65 working days (4 months 

approximately). 

There are different landmarks inside process: 

Landmark 1 Receipt supply request: it is finished when a client offer is received for 

refrigeration system of a new streetlight which it has to be done a complete study or an old 

one which has any variation by manufacturing part. 

Landmark 2 Supply accepted: it is finished when a client selected the company as a supplier 

after transfer a formal offer. 

Landmark 3 Proposal accepted: it is finished when, after necessary meetings, client accepts all 

technical demanded suggestions to develop the product. 

Landmark 4 Start prototypes production: it is finished when raw materials and client frames 

arrive to produce prototypes. 

Landmark 5 Receipt series order: it is finished when after producing and sending prototypes 

to client, client accepts them (with test study did in an extern company) and send an order to 

series production. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. Process Gant diagram 

 

 



11. MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

Manufacturing process of the solution is based in an assembly line with auxiliary rolled 

stations. To kick off,  components of refrigeration system are stored. 

 

 

Figure 30. Manufacturing process 

First transformation is bend heatpipes with necessary radius of curvature to put them inside 

the streetlight frame.  Likewise it is done the folded and cut of aluminum sheets to give form 

to the clamp to adapt it to LEDs sheet shape. For that it will be used a limited number of 

different LEDs sheet to avoid the disparity when it is producing. 

When the shape has been done for two elements that needed to give form (heatpipes and 

aluminum clamps), rest of manufacturing process is an assembly line where, at first, adhesive 

conductor tape is sticked to LEDs sheet in the other side where LEDs are put. When tape is put, 

it is placed heatpipes, as many heatpipes as is necessary (depends on power to dissipate) in 

longitudinal direction of the sheet. When three elements are assembled, they are held and 

make pressure with aluminum clamp to guarantee contact between surfaces and to avoid 

elements dislaying.  

Once main part of refrigeration system is formed, it is proceed to put adhesive conductor heat 

tapes in the ends of heatpipes that will be in contact with the frame of the streetlight. 

Finally, all the system is put inside streetlight frame and the ends of heatpipes are fixed with 

the interior surface of the frame through heat will be dissipated outside. To guarantee this 

union, it will be used aluminum clamps. 
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12. RAW MATERIALS 
 

Aluminum 

It will be used to make clamps, that they will be used as pressure elements for heatpipes. 

Aluminum has been chosen as material clamps because of: 

 

 Easy machining due to its low hardness. 

 

 Very malleable, it permits to produce very thin sheets. 

 

 Soft material (Mohs scale: 2-3-4). Tensile strength limit: 160 -200 N/mm2 [160-200 

MPa] in pure state. In alloy state, rang is 1400-6000 N/mm2. 

 

 Good conductibility of heat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31. Aluminum 

 

Adhesive conductor tape 

Adhesive conductor heat tapes are put between LEDs sheet-heatpipes and between heatpipes-

frame to improve heat transfer for one element to another one. 

 

Figure 32. Adhesive conductor tape 
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Heatpipe 

A heatpipe is a conductor heat tube that has inside a refrigerant fluid and it works in the next 

way: 

 

 

Figure 33. Operating heatpipe scheme  

Source: Hardcore-Modding 

 

A: End of cylinder with active fluid, it settles on a heat generator. It is important that material 

is heatpipe done will be a good heat conductor. 

B: Heatpipe surface transfer the heat to active fluid and it increase its temperature and start to 

evaporate.  

C: Evaporated liquid rise until condensation section where the fluid heat is liberated (it gets 

cold); fluid is condensed and after it comes back to liquid state. 

D: Active fluid comes back to evaporation zone due to gravity. 

Heatpipes characteristics: 

 Very good heat transfers, reaching values between 4 and 5 times copper conductibility. 
 

 Simplicity. They don’t have mobile parts; they just have a metallic tube, a stuffing and 
a work fluid. 

 

 Long life. 
 

 Cheap. 
 

 Adaptable. There are a lot of combinations of three basic elements: stuffing, tube 
material and fluid can change to adapt them for every temperature and condition. 
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Heatpipes chosen in this project will have enough radius of curvature to put them inside 
streetlight frame.  Heatpipe type chosen use water as refrigerant and it has a sieve stuffing-
rolled up with a copper alloy. 

13. PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
 

Bend tubes machine 

It will be used to bend heatpipes with radius of curvature that it adapts to dimensions of 

streetlight. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34. Bend tubes machine 

This tool is used for tubes with these characteristics: 

 Electric bend-machine down to Ø 50 mm. 

 Soft copper tube Ø 10-42 mm. 

 Thin wall copper tubes Ø 10-35 mm. 

Aluminum cutter 

It will be used to cut aluminum sheets with the correct measure to make clamps that they will 

be used as elements to make pressure. 

 

Figure 35. Aluminum cutter 

SOLUCIÓN 

 

OŚWIETLENIE es un inovadoor sistema de refrigeración 

para Leds utilizandolos HEATPIPES (tubo de 
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In this company is just needed these machinery to create refrigeration system. Process to build 

and create refrigeration system is explained with more detail in “11. Manufacturing process”. 

 

14. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PRODUCT 
 

To analyze environmental impact of the product will take into account different phases of life 

cycle. Analyzing life cycle will obtain evaluation about environmental impact of refrigeration 

system during all its existence. This includes an impact evaluation of raw material obtaining, 

design and development of refrigeration system, production, use of the product and product 

waste. Furthermore of environmental product, it will be also described environment 

management of every phase. Also notable is that regulation ISO 14000 will be obeyed to 

guarantee a correct management environmental system and, in this way, minimize 

environmental impact in a continue form. 

Life cycle for a refrigeration system of a LEDs streetlight: 

 

Figure 36. Life cycle 
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Different phases in the Figure 36 will be joined according to have an environmental impact 

similar or an environmental management similar. 

 

 

Environmental impact: environmental changes, as positive as negative, cause of one or more 

environmental aspects. Impacts are thing like a change in the average temperature of a stream 

because of effluent spillage, atmosphere acidification cause of emission of combustion gases 

or contamination and degradation of the field as a result of the disposal of the waste products. 

Environmental management: minimization process of the environmental impacts with control 

of aspects of activities, products or process that they produce or could produce. 

 

CAD design of solution components and Simulation  

Both phases are done by an engineer and with a computer. Environmental impact in this 

activity almost doesn’t exist. 

Aspect 1: 

General aspect: electricity use of different places. 

Environmental impact: impact will change depending on the mixing. 

Environmental management: use electricity of renewable energy due to the fact that 

they don’t create CO2 or other emissions to the air.    

Aspect 2:  

 General aspect: use of material office. 

 Environmental impact: reduction of natural resources and generation of solid waste 

products. Waste products generated in this phase are paper and plastic.  

 Environmental management: use ecologic materials (for example recycled ink 

cartridges for not make another time the plastic base). 

  

Materials election 

Materials election is done by an engineer. Criterion selection of materials is based in a balance 

between: efficiency, cost and environmental impact. 

 General aspect: intellectual activity. 

 Environmental impact: none. 
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 Environmental management: none. 

 

Functional prototype, final prototype and final product 

These are objects no contaminants. So, by themselves, they don’t have a medium 

environmental impact. It is said that they don’t have a medium environmental impact due to 

the fact they are just studied as objects. Reduced them, recycling, etc. is taken into account in 

other sections of the project. 

 

Physical tests and validation tests 

Physical tests and validation tests are described in other sections but they consisted in 

different tests to validate the product and to certify their correct operation.  

Aspect 1: 

 General aspect: use electricity of different places (using different machines). 

 Environmental impact: impact will change depending on the mixing. 

 Environmental management: use electricity that comes of renewable energy due to 

the fact that they don’t generate CO2 or other emissions to the air. 

 

Aspect 2: 

 General aspect: use of different materials for tests. 

 Environmental impact: reduction of natural resources, contribution of solid waste 

products. Waste product will be the prototype. 

 Environmental management: recycling solid waste products. 

  

Piece manufacturing 

Of all pieces that are in the solution just it is made the clamp, starting in an aluminum sheet. 

Heatpipes are bought in a way that just is needed to manipulate them; it is just needed to give 

them optimum radius of curvature for streetlight. Adhesive conductor tape, screws and LEDs 

sheet also are bought and they are used in the same condition as they were delivered by 

supplier. Then, just is used machinery for clamps. 

Aspect 1: 

 General aspect: use electricity of different places (using different machines).  
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 Environmental impact: impact will change depending on the mixing. 

 Environmental management: use electricity that comes of renewable energy due to 

the fact that they don’t generate CO2 or other emissions to the air. 

 

Aspect 2: 

 General aspect: use materials in production and manipulation of other. 

Environmental impact: reduction of natural resources, contribution of solid waste 

products. Waste products generated in this phase are aluminum particles when it drills to do 

the holes, aluminum pieces when sheet is cut and defective pieces (heatpipes, screw, LEDs 

sheet). 

Environmental management: recycling solid waste products. 

 

Aspect 3: 

 General aspect: use of refrigerants due to machines. 

 Environmental impact: generation of liquid waste products. Waste product generated 

is drilling (refrigerant). 

Environmental management: recycling liquid waste products. 

 

Transport streetlight manufacturer 

For transport streetlights will be used conventional trucks (combustible: diesel or petrol). 

 General aspect: use of combustible for transport. 

 Environmental impact: the transport (fossil fuel) is a source of emissions of:  COV, NOx, 

SO2, CO2 and, then, air contamination, acidification, gases of greenhouse effect and global 

warming. Transport is origin of 50% of air contamination, CO2 (14%) and CFC (28%). 

 Environmental management: use new technologies as electric trucks or hydrogen 

trucks. These cars don’t produce any contaminant emission. If is not possible to use new 

technologies, optimize transport management, transport more with less trips, find ways 

shorter,etc. 

  

Streetlight assembly and disassembly 
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Assembly process has been described in other sections but simply it consists in union of made 

and manipulated pieces. Disassembly is reverse process but it is not described because is a 

matter for recycling company in charge to manage waste products. 

 General aspect: joint and disjoint of pieces that form refrigeration system. 

 Environmental impact: generation of solid waste products. Solid waste products 

generated are possible damage or defective pieces, or pieces that don’t work correctly (pieces 

that are in refrigeration system as electronic components o LEDs sheet). In disassembly case, 

the waste product would be all streetlight. 

 Environmental management: recycling solid waste products. 

    

Operation tests 

Operation test are a quality control. When production is done it is chosen a 1% of refrigeration 

systems to verify their operation. 

 General aspect: use electricity of different places (using different machines).  

 Environmental impact: impact will change depending on the mixing. 

Environmental management: use electricity that comes of renewable energy due to 

the fact that they don’t generate CO2 or other emissions to the air. 

 

Use 

Refrigeration system start to operate because of heat produced by LEDs sheet, it doesn’t need 

any energy to start to operate and to use it.  

Aspect 1: 

 General aspect: use heat created by LEDs sheet. 

 Environmental impact: none. 

 Environmental management: none. 

By other side, if it is taken into account that use refrigeration system does that streetlight is 

switched on, then: 

Aspect 2: 

 General aspect: use electricity of different places (using different machines).  

 Environmental impact: impact will change depending on the mixing. 
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Environmental management: use electricity that comes of renewable energy due to 

the fact that they don’t generate CO2 or other emissions to the air. 

  

Preventive and corrective maintenance 

Two maintenances will interaction with components of refrigeration system. 

 General aspect: use materials in the maintenance to possible reparations. 

 Environmental impact: reduction of natural resources, contribution of solid waste 

products. Solid waste products generated are possible damage or defective pieces, or pieces 

that don’t work correctly.   

 Environmental management: recycling solid waste products. 

 

Partial, final and intermediate phase recycling 

Description of different recycling: 

 

 Partial recycling: recycling of waste products generated in streetlight 

maintenance. 

 Final recycling: recycling of streetlight at the final of its life. 

 Intermediate phase recycling: recycling of waste products generated in 

different phases. 

 

For correcting management of waste products that is possible to generate in life cycle of the 

product, it will be hired specialized companies or it will be used service provided by councils. In 

the next list is possible to see waste products created in the different phases and their way to 

proceed with them: 

 

 Paper 

 Plastic 

 Prototype 

 Aluminum 

 Defective pieces (heatpipes and screws) 

o Copper 

o Steel 

 Defective LEDs sheets 

 Drilling (refrigerant) 

 Adhesive conductor tape 

 Streetlight complete 

 

Paper and plastic are deposited in containers put by councils, which are responsible to manage 

their recycling. 
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All waste products generated in manufacture and manipulate pieces, as well as generated 

during their assembly, are stored in special containers in the installation until specialized 

company comes to pick up them. In drilling case, it is not storing, maintenance machine 

manager manage the refrigerant in the same moment to check the maintenance. 

In disassembly case is specialized company which dismantles streetlight and transports it for 

recycling. 

All environmental managements described in different phases of lice cycle join environmental 

management system (SGMA) that will be used. 

15. PROJECT VIABILITY 

15.1. Initial considerations 

To kick off will take as an example commercial streetlights to fix some work necessary 

hypothesis. Next are showed three lights, two first ones are with a specific design to LEDs 

lighting and third one is a traditional light. 

 

 

Figure 37. Example current LEDs streetlight 1  

Source: HILED Soluciones luminarias de alto rendimiento 
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Figure 38. Example current LEDs streetlight 2  

Source: HILED Soluciones luminarias de alto rendimiento 
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Figure 39. Example conventional light  

Source: HILED Soluciones luminarias de alto rendimiento 

 

Due to the problem is so complex, it will be taken a series of simplifications with purpose of 

reduce variables but trying to be conservatives. 

As initial conditions will be supposed: 

 Material: streetlight will be consist of a framework and a superior lid made of injected  
aluminum smelting that is an usual material in this type of streetlights, and this will be painted 
with black matte lacquer to improve its emissivity. 

 

 Dimensions: in the next table it is possible to see streetlight of example dimensions 
and dimensions of the streetlight chosen for the exercise in the project. These dimensions are 
the same that first example because, to kick off, these are the best ones for the exercise. 
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Streetlight Long (cm) Wide (cm) High (cm) Lid area 

(cm²) 

Work power 

(W) 

Cibor Eco LED 53,0 24,2 14,2 1250 20  

Cibor Saturn LED 72,0 32,0 17,2 2350 30 a 100  

Carandini Estilo 70,0 30,0 20,0 2650 70 a 250 

TTU Project 53,0 24,2 14,2 1250 25  

Table 3. Streetlight dimensions 

 Streetlight power: firstly, streetlight will have one LEDs sheet of 25W. If would be 
necessary more power for streetlight, it would be put more LEDs sheets in the same plane and 
they would be refrigerated in the same way to 25W sheet. 

 

 Operating schedule: it will be supposed that streetlight will not operate in Sun 
conditions due to the fact that in these circumstances it is not necessary to use artificial light. 
However, mistakes or maintenance day works can do that streetlights operate in this time and 
it could be dangerous because the lid warm because of the Sun would not offer needed 
refrigeration to the system. As a result, streetlight will have a supply cut system by 
temperature. 
 

 Climatology: the worst situation would be an overcast sky that reduces heat transfer 
by radiation and a high room temperature. 

 

 Operation temperature: it will be supposed that highest operation temperature will be 
less than 70°C, which is inside of efficiency range showed in Figure 40. 

 

15.2. Heat dissipation system 

In conventional lights, heat of lights is not a problem, and heat transfer through its own frame 

and lid is enough. On the one hand, in LEDs streetlight an excess of temperature can produce a 

deterioration in the own streetlight and it is needed a refrigeration system as is showed in 

Figure 37 and Figure 38. On the other hand, transformation voltage system for supply doesn’t 

have any problem.  

In Figure 40 is showed as luminous efficiency of streetlight decreases with temperature 

whereas Figure 41 shows as increasing 30°C in operating temperature of streetlight its useful 

life is reduced in 75%, from 60000 to 15000 hours. 
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Figure 40. Relation between temperature and luminous flux in LEDs streetlight  

Source: Roam services 

 

 

 

Figure 41. Relation between LED lifetime and its temperature  

Source: CARANDINI Led 
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In this project is being studied a heat dissipation system using own frame as element to 

dissipate the heat. This solution creates two main questions to answer: 

 Emission surface: it will be supposed that just transfer surface will be the lid that will 
work as a dissipater wing by means of conduction-convection, but just in one of their faces. 
Then, streetlight dimensions must be appropriated to be able to dissipate emitted heat for 
streetlight without reaching dangerous temperatures for it.  

 

 Fast heat transfer from LEDs sheet to lid to avoid overheating of LEDs sheet. System 
chosen will be transfer by means of heatpipes because they are: 
 

 Very good heat transfer, reaching values between 4 and 5 times copper 
conductibility. 
 

 Simple. They don’t have mobile parts; they have a metallic tube, a filling and a 
work fluid. 

 
 Long life. 

 
 Cheap 

 
 Adaptable. There are a lot of different combinations for three basic elements: 

filling, tube material and fluid to adapt for every temperature and condition. 

 

Between all possible heat tubes, tubes that use water as refrigerant liquid have been chosen to 

refrigeration system because they are the most used and for their better behavior with 

working predict temperatures. For filling will be used coiled copper sieve, with hear fluxes 

around 15 W/cm², because of its simplicity and for accepting more curvatures applications (see 

Figure 42). The sieve chosen is with 1969 Mesh/m (number of pores or openings) and 0,23mm 

diameter, resulting a filling of conductibility 105 W/mK. Exterior diameter chosen for the tube 

is 10mm; it is allowed to put two parallel tubes on LEDs sheet of 25W whereas interior 

diameter will be 8mm. and vapor diameter (interior diameter that sieve leaves free) will be 6,2 

mm. 

 

Figure 42. Heatpipes of coiled sieve and packed spheres  

Source: “Tubos de calor”, Ángel Luis Miranda 
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                     Table 4. Characteristics of heatpipes market by ACK Technology  

    Source: ACK Technology, Inc. 

 

 

Due to the fact that a lot of times are not easy to find commercial products that permit to do 

feasible a project, it has proceed to do a search of different heatpipes that could satisfied the 

requirements and it has been found ACK Technology company that offers tubes as circular as 

flat than they would achieve with the project requirements as is possible to see in Table 3 and 

Table 5. 
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Table 5. Heatpipes characteristics 

 Source: ACK Technology, Inc. 

 

   

15.3. First outdoor light approximation 

 

It will be supposed that streetlight will be done with one, two or three LEDs sheet of 35 x 20 

mm of 25W. 

 

 

Figure 43. Elements in LEDs light  

Source: CARANDINI Led 
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As is showed in Figure 44, LEDs streetlights convert between 70% and 80% of power in heat, 

working more efficient lights with cold lights, which are used for outdoor lighting, than warm 

lights. However, it will be estimated to calculate that heat generation for every light will be 

80%, then, 20W for every sheet. 

 

 

Figure 44. Relative power conversion for different sources of “white” light  

Source: CARANDINI Led 

 

 

LEDs sheet will be connected to the lid of streetlight with heatpipes of 10 mm wide and 350 

mm long. For an efficient contact it will be used adhesive conductor tape between LEDs sheet 

and heatpipes and a pressure system that give it the best possible contact. 

 

Figure 45. Layout of refrigeration system in a conventional frame 

 

In the other side (evaporator part of heatpipe), heatpipes will get in touch along 170mm. 

of lid frame (one in the front and the other one in the back, look Figure 45) using as well a 

pressure system and adhesive conductor tape. 
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15.4. Summing-up 

 

In the situation considered (unfavorable situation) is possible to refrigerate up to 3 LEDs sheet 

of 25 W. Therefore, if it is used LEDs that give 160 lumen/W, artificial light that will give every 

streetlight will be 12000 lumen, which is enough illumination to outdoor streetlights. 

To know how has been arrived to final solution and to prove that solution proposal in this 

project will work, all calculation is written and proved in “Appendix” of the project. 

 

16. Prototypes and tests 

16.1. Prototype assembly 
 

It is had two types of prototypes: 

 Functional prototype 

 Final prototype 

Functional prototype: solution system that fulfills with all functionalities but is not capable to 

mass production.  Its assembly has to be manual. 

Final prototype: this solution system is 100% functional and suitable for industrialization.  

It will be assembled various prototypes with LEDs sheets of different power (multiple of 25W) 

to verify real power that is possible to dissipate with refrigeration system. 

 

16.2. Prototype tests 

 

When prototypes are assembled they will be sent to installations of the company that will do 

the tests following same methodology. The same tests will be done with all prototypes. 

Metodology 

Checking test of construction characteristics 

To guarantee the correct prototype assembly and not to have erroneous summing-up of the 

test, it will be inspected when assembly is finished. 

Procedure: a qualified operator, who has been taught for that, will do next steps: 

 Visual inspection: he will check without any tool that all pieces are there and in 

their correct place. To not do mistakes and to guarantee correct inspection, 
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operator will have a pattern that will help him to verify correct position of 

pieces. 

 Connection test: after will be checked electric connection and correct fixation 

of heatpipe. 

 Functional test: prototype will be switched on one time to test its operation. 

 

 

Watertightness test 

This test will be done in prototype to check that refrigeration system doesn’t have an influence 

in IP guaranteed by streetlight manufacturer. There is watertightness for liquids (water) and 

solids (dust). 

Procedure: prototypes are introduced in test cameras and desired program is selected, which 

will be what will put the rule. 

Method to evaluate the test: after will be evaluate the results, water quantity or dust quantity 

that has been introduced in streetlight and, according to pattern chosen will be established if 

refrigeration system has influence in IP. Pattern establishes what IP is had according to water 

and dust quantity that there is in streetlight. 

 

Equipment used: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46. Camera for dust 
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Test will be registered by same cameras because of different sensor that there are inside. They 

indicate all parameters that are needed to know as: water level, dust quantity, test duration, 

etc. 

 

Dissipation test 

In this test will be started up the streetlight to check if refrigeration system is able to dissipate 

required power. With this test it will be possible to check the capacity of refrigeration system. 

Procedure: supply cut system by temperature will be disconnected for collecting all dates and 

doing a more complete test. After, thermocouples will be put inside and outside of streetlight: 

Outside: there are 16 thermocouples distributed in superior frame of streetlight, creating a 

matrix four per four. Two of files will be with heatpipes and other two in exterior part. 

Inside: there are 3 thermocouples. Due to the fact that is impossible to measure junction 

temperature of LED because is bought directly the sheet, it will be put, firstly, three 

thermocouples on LEDs sheet, another one on one heatpipe and last one that it measures 

temperature inside the frame. 

When thermocouples are put, they are connected to computer where temperatures will be 

registered. After, streetlight is switched on and it is kept on during 18 hours, that is maximum 

that it could work (night hours in winter in Estonia) to collect information. It is taken 

temperature of every thermocouple with one minute intervals. 

Test will be repeated with different temperatures and with variable temperature to simulate 

temperatures evolution since streetlight is switched on until when it is switched off. 

Method to evaluate the test: to determinate heat dissipated it will be used a spreadsheet 

where it will be introduced collected temperatures in test and where is possible to do 

necessary calculations. Between all temperatures obtained will be chosen to calculate the 

stationary ones. Stationary temperatures are which don’t change more than half degree 

between them. Furthermore stationary temperatures it will be possible to know how much 

time take until arrive to them.  After, it will be possible to calculate dissipate power and to say 

if refrigeration system is appropriate or not. 

Figure 47. Camera for water 
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Tests done in prototypes are just valid if they guarantee correct operation of refrigeration 

system. 
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17. ECONOMIC STUDY 

It will have a working day of 8 hours and 5 days every week. It is also defined seven different 

sources with their appropriate horary taxes: 

 

Resources Horary taxes (€/h) 

Commercial Department 35 

Engineer 38 

2 Operators * 40 

Scholar 12 

Technician 24 

Administrative assistant 22 

Extern Company 50 

Table 6. Horary taxes resource 

*There are two operators because of security reasons due to it is not safe that one person 

alone works in workplace with a dangerous machine. 

 

17.1 Cost by project contracting 
 

It is studied necessary staff to develop the process. It is separated between Planification phase 

and Execution phase. 

In Planification phase, with duration of 49 days, resources used are: 

 

Resource Horary tax (€/h) Worked hours (h) Cost (€) 

Scholar 12 72 864 

Engineer 38 96 3.648 

Commercial Department 35 48 1.680 

Technician 24 216 5.184 

Table 7. Planification resources cost 
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This produces a contracting cost of 11.376€. 
 

In another way in Execution phase, with duration of 74 days, it is used next resources: 

 

Resource Horary tax (€/h) Worked hours (h) Cost (€) 

Administrative assistant 22 16 352 

Engineer 38 40 1.520 

Commercial Department 35 488 17.080 

2 Operators 40 24 960 

Extern Company 50 48 2.400 

Technician 24 16 384 

Table 8. Execution resources cost 

This produces a contracting cost of 22.696€. 

Total cost of the project in contracting is 34.072€. 

 

17.2 Cost by manufacturing study 
 

Manufacturing study is done every time that a new offer arrives for a refrigeration system of a 

new streetlight or for a streetlight that is already producing but it has any technic change. 

This cost appears to put in planification phases of the project a resource with its own cost. 

 

Resource Horary tax (€/h) Worked hours (h) Cost (€) 

Engineer 38 16 608 

Commercial Department 35 32 1.120 

2 Operators 40 24 960 

Extern Company 50 40 2.000 

Technician 24 56 1.344 

Table 9. Manufacturing study resource cost 
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Total cost for manufacturing study is 6.032€ 

17.3 Budget 
 

Now it will be explained economic study of the project. To kick off is showed the budget in the 

next table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10. Budget 

17.4 Investment 
 

Investment value is formed by next elements: 

During project planification and budget calculation will be taken into account tests and 

prototypes done to check if design works correctly to put it in practice. Then, it has been 

decided that tests have construction of 10 pieces of LEDs sheets 25W, other 10 of for LEDs 

sheets 50W and, finally, 20 pieces for sheets of 75W. It has been done double of pieces for 

75W pieces tests because of their high power, is the refrigeration system that more heat needs 

to transport until outside and, therefore, it is the refrigeration system that more problems can 

have in its correct operation. 

- Renting a factory: project planification has duration of 6 months whereas rented factory is 

placed in an outlying district of Tallinn. The rent has a monthly cost of 1300€ that with 

duration of planification of 6 months, it has a total cost of 7800€ that is put in the budget as an 

investment part. It has been put to the investment since the start date of planification because 

factory offices have been used to design the project although the factory hadn’t been used yet 

as a production place. 

Budget (€) 

Investment 15.806 

Direct costs 34.072 

Indirect costs 6.814 

Margin 2.385 

Unexpected costs 3.407 

Total costs 62.485 

Contribution profit margin 9.373 

Total budget 71.857 
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- Aluminum clamp: investment value in aluminum clamps will be the necessary to 

manufacture 50 tests explained previously, 10 for 25W, 10 for 50W and 20 for 75W. Clamp 

surface will be the necessary to cover LEDs sheet surface, heatpipe surface that get in touch 

with frame as well as clamp surface to get the subjection. The surface for a 25W sheet is 

20x35cm and contact surface between heatpipe and frame is 120x10cm. Clamp surface to get 

the subjection have a wide of 3cm. Finally, to be able to do correct calculations it is needed to 

know the price that supplier sells aluminum m2, and this is 15 € / m2. To sum up, final value of 

investment in aluminum clamps is: 

 [(0.2 * 0.35) * 10 + (0.2 * 0.35) * 20 + (0.2 * 0.35) * 60 + (1.2 * 0.1) * 80 + 80 * (1.2 * 0.03) + 10 

* (0.35 * 0.06) + 10 * (0.7 * 0.06) + 20 (1.05 * 0.06)] m2 * 15 € / m2 = 310.05 € 

- Adhesive conductor tape: calculation will be similar to explained previously for clamps due to 

cover same surface except clamp surface to get the subjection that they are not in adhesive 

tape. It will also change value of m2 of adhesive tape, that is 65.15 € / m2. Then, investment 

value for adhesive tape takes into account production in test during planification project is: 

 [(0.2 * 0.35) * 10 + (0.2 * 0.35) * 20 + (0.2 * 0.35) * 60 + (1.2 * 0.1) * 80] m2 * 65.15 € / m2 = 

1033.91 € 

- Heatpipes: it is used 2 heatpipes for every refrigeration system; regardless of dissipate heat 

of a sheet of 25, 50 or 75W. Value for a heatpipe is 14€ and production during planification is 

40 total streetlights. Ultimately: 

14 € * 80 heatpipes = 1400 € 

- LEDs sheet: along this work is offered service to powers of 25W, 50W and 75W. In 

investment of the project are produced 10 sheets of 25W, other 10 of 50W and 20 of 75W. 

Price for a 25W sheet is 54€ and to get 50 and 75W sheets is put 25W sheets in series. Then, 

investment value for LEDs sheet will be: 

10 sheets * 54 €/sheet + 10 * 2 sheet * 54 €/sheet + 20 * 3 sheets * 54€/sheet = 4860 € 

-  Thermostat: one thermostat is put in every streetlight. Price for a thermostat is 10€. Then, 

final value will be 40 * 10 = 400€. 

-   Machinery: amortization for machinery is 10 years and amortization cost for piece is 0.05 €. 

As 40 pieces are done investment value will be 2€. 

So, total value of investment in the project will be: 

Investment = 7800 + 310.05 + 1033.91 + 1400 +4860 + 400 + 2 = 15.806€ 

Direct cost value is 34072€ and it is explained in chapter “17.1 Cost by project contracting”. 

This value is reached after to put for every member in the project a horary tax and to associate 

every worker with different activities that have been done during the project (it is possible to 

see cost in every activity in Figure 28 and Figure 29). 
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Indirect costs come from to apply a 20% to direct cost value, as well as margin is calculated to 

apply a 7%. Finally, it is applied a 10% of unexpected cost for incidental costs that could appear 

during project planification. 

Adding all these cost, it is achieved a total cost of 62485€. To find the final budget, it is needed 

to count the contribution profit margin that it wanted to get, that it will be a 15% of total cost. 

Finally, doing final count the total budget for the project will be en 71857€. 

After, it will be explained the study that has been done to know the price which different 

streetlights (25W, 50W or 75W) will be sold. 

 

 

17.5 Study of streetlight Price 
 

Manufacturing time to build one piece, counting different phases since LEDs sheet is stuck to 

adhesive tape until heatpipes are joined to the frame is 15min. Working 8 daily hours during 5 

days every week, weekly manufacturing is 160 streetlights. 

Streetlight price will change depending on order magnitude due to it is needed a previous 

study, explained in the chapter “10. Planification process”. Every study has a cost that must be 

counted in the cost for every unit. Due to the fact that 160 streetlights are manufactured every 

week, it has been decided, to give a standard price, to do batches of 640 streetlights that 

would be production that would be done in one month. 

Then, price for one streetlight, depending if the order is for streetlights of 25W, 50W or 75W, 

is the next one: 
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Sheet 25W 

Batches of 640 streetlights LEDs sheet 25 W 

  

Price for one piece 

(€) 

Cost by manufacturing study 9,41 

Cost raw material 106,76 

Heatpipe 28,00 

Adhesive conductor tape 20,20 

Aluminum clamp 4,56 

LEDs sheet 54,00 

Temperature control system 10,00 

Amortization machinery cost (10 years) 0,05 

Amortization project cost (5 years) 1,94 

Renting cost 10,15 

Operators cost 10,00 

Cost for a streetlight 138,31 

Margin 9,68 

Unexpected costs 13,83 

Total cost for a streetlight 161,82 

Contribution profit margin 24,27 

Final streetlight cost 186,10 

Table 11. Cost for streetlights of 25W. 
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Sheet 50W 

Batches of 640 streetlights LEDs sheet 50 W 

  

Price for one piece 

(€) 

Cost by manufacturing study 9,41 

Cost raw material 167,02 

Heatpipe 28,00 

Adhesive conductor tape 24,78 

Aluminum clamp 6,24 

LEDs sheet 108,00 

Temperature control system 10,00 

Amortization machinery cost (10 years) 0,05 

Amortization project cost (5 years) 1,94 

Renting cost 10,15 

Operators cost 10,00 

Cost for a streetlight 198,57 

Margin 13,90 

Unexpected costs 19,86 

Total cost for a streetlight 232,33 

Contribution profit margin 34,85 

Final streetlight cost 267,18 

Table 12. Cost for streetlights of 50W. 
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Sheet 75W 

Batches of 640 streetlights LEDs sheet 75 W 

  

Price for one piece 

(€) 

Cost by manufacturing study 9,41 

Cost raw material 227,23 

Heatpipe 28,00 

Adhesive conductor tape 29,31 

Aluminum clamp 7,92 

LEDs sheet 162,00 

Temperature control system 10,00 

Amortization machinery cost (10 years) 0,05 

Amortization project cost (5 years) 1,94 

Renting cost 10,15 

Operators cost 10,00 

Cost for a streetlight 258,78 

Margin 18,11 

Unexpected costs 25,88 

Total cost for a streetlight 302,77 

Contribution profit margin 45,42 

Final streetlight cost 348,19 

Table 13. Costs for streetlights of 75W. 
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17.5.1 Costs description 

 

Cost by manufacturing study results to add in every streetlight the cost of previous study that 

is done before to start production series and that is 6032 € (it is explained in “17.2 Cost by 

manufacturing study”). This value is independent of power LEDs sheet so it is added with the 

same number for three types of streetlights, which will be 6032 € /640 streetlights = 9, 41 

€/streetlight. 

Cost raw material is got adding cost for one piece of every material that is used to streetlight 

construction. For three sheets are used two heatpipes so cost for one piece in reference with 

heatpipes will be 28€/streetlight. 

The cost of adhesive tape for one streetlight would be adhesive conductor tape cost that stick 

sheet with heatpipes and conductor tape cost that stick heatpipes with frame. Then, for a 25W 

sheet: 

 (0.2 * 0.35) m2 * 65.15 €/ m2 + (0.1 * 1.2) m2 * 2 * 65.15 €/ m2 = 20.2 € /streetlight 

Similarly, for 50W and 75W sheets the contact surface that sticks heatpipes with frame is the 

same, but contact surface between sheet and heatpipes is double and triple respectively. 

The cost of aluminum clamp is calculated similarly to adhesive conductor tape cost, taking into 

account its price per m2 and the surface that use to build the subjections. Then, calculation for 

a one unit of 25W would be: 

 [(0.2 * 0.35) + (0.1 * 1.2) + 2 (1.2 * 0.03) + 2 (0.35 * 0.06)] m2 *15 €/ m2 = 4.56 €/streetlight 

Similarly the procedure used for adhesive conductor tape gets price for one unit of 50W and 

75W streetlights. 

Cost for LEDs sheet of 25W is 54€, and to build streetlights of 50 and 75W is put 2 and 3 sheets 

respectively, so price for every unit will be 108€ and 162€. 

Finally, to put thermostat is independent of required power and its price is 10€. 

Two machines used in production of the product, bend tubes machine and aluminum cutter 

have a cost of 2000€ every machine and they are amortized in 10 years. Then, amortization 

machinery cost for every unit will be: 

4000 € / 76800 streetlights manufactured in 10 years = 0.05 €/streetlight 

Amortization project cost has 5 years of pay-back, so it is adding for every unit for 71857€ of 

budget: 

71857 € / (5 years * 12 months * 640 streetlights/month) = 1.94 €/ streetlight 
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Renting cost added to every streetlight result to divide renting factory cost for one month 

among streetlights that are manufactured that month. 

Operators cost that is adding to every streetlight is the next one: there are two operators that 

work together in streetlight production, and their cost is 20 €/h every one. They work 8 daily 

hours during 5 days weekly so weekly cost because of them in streetlight production is 1600€. 

During a week are manufactured 160 streetlights so cost per unit because of operators results 

10€/streetlight. 

Adding all costs before explained results a cost per unit of 138, 31€, 198, 57€ and 258, 78€ for 

sheets of 25W, 50W and 75W respectively. After, for these values is done same percentages 

that in budget calculation, as in margin, unexpected cost and, finally, total cost per unit it is 

added contribution margin profit (15%) to get the final value for the streetlight. It is important 

to say that these numbers are prices for every streetlight if the order is a batch of 640 

streetlights, due to the fact that this is minimum batch that is offered to final costs per unit 

adjust to market price and client will be interested in the service. If client wants higher 

batches, or if would work more than one time with the same client, cost by manufacturing 

study will decrease considerably and price per streetlight could decrease around 10€ of the 

price written next. 

Then, for every batch of 640 units, cost per every streetlight will be: 

 

Streetlight power Retail price (€) 

25 W 186,1 

50 W 267,18 

75 W 348,19 

   Table 14. Cost for streetlight 

The price of a total batch would be to multiply this price 640 times that would be the number 

of streetlights that would have the order. 
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